Extraction of Tourist Destinations and Comparative Analysis of Preferences Between Foreign Tourists and Domestic Tourists on the Basis of Geotagged Social Media Data
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Abstract: Inbound tourism plays an important role in local economies. To stimulate local economies, it is necessary to attract foreign tourists to various areas of a country. This research aims to develop a method of extracting the locations of tourist destinations in a country and to understand what characteristics foreign tourists expect of areas near tourist attractions compared with what domestic tourists expect. In this paper, a tourist destination is defined as a small area that has places of interests for tourists such as historic sites, theme parks, hotels, and restaurants. The methods proposed in this paper are applied to data acquired from Twitter and Foursquare in Japan. The proposed method successfully extracts the locations of tourist destinations and characterizes those locations based on the points of interest in the neighborhood. The results indicate that foreign tourists who come to Japan expect nightlife spots (bars, nightclubs, etc.) to be located in the neighborhood of tourist destinations, in contrast to the expectations of domestic tourists. The proposed methods are applicable to not only Japan, but to any country.
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1. Introduction

Along with globalization and the growth of emerging countries, international tourism has been increasing. Inbound tourism is of growing importance in many countries. This paper seeks a method of obtaining knowledge to enhance inbound tourism by extending our previous research presented at an international conference [1].

According to a report from the United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) [2], the number of international tourist arrivals in 2015 reached 1.2 billion.

The important effect of tourist visits on regional economic growth has been demonstrated in the field of tourism economics [3,4]. In many countries, it is important to increase the total number of tourists. However, foreign tourist visits usually concentrate in fewer areas than those of domestic tourists. Therefore, to stimulate local economies, it is important to avoid such concentration of foreign tourist visits and to draw some of those tourists to other places that have valuable touristic sites.

To attract inbound tourists, stakeholders related to tourism (such as national and local governments as well as the restaurant and hotel industries) must grasp two important points. The first is the locations of tourist destinations in the country. In this paper, a tourist destination is defined as a small area that has places of interest for tourists such as historic sites, theme parks, hotels, and restaurants. It is difficult to know the locations of all the tourist destinations in a country,
and many sites become newly popularized in a short period of time. To attract foreign tourists to various areas around a country, it is important to compile a list of tourist destinations in that country. The second point is the differences in the preferences of foreign tourists and those of domestic tourists. If certain tourist attractions attract domestic tourists but not foreign tourists, those locations might have the potential to attract foreign visitors. Therefore, it is necessary to grasp the demands of foreign tourists.

Recently, the potential of location-based social networks (LBSNs) to promote the tourism industry has been demonstrated. For example, Twitter and Foursquare enable users to post text messages and pictures with locational information, including latitude and longitude. Since it has been expensive to investigate tourist preferences by survey, data from LBSNs may be useful for understanding the preferences and behaviors of tourists.

In this study, we propose a method of extracting the locations of tourist destinations on the basis of data obtained from Twitter and Foursquare and to compare the preferences of foreign tourists with those of domestic tourists. The research questions we address are the following:

- **(RQ1):** How can the locations of tourist destinations be extracted?
- **(RQ2):** How can the preferences of foreign tourists and those of domestic tourists be compared?

For the first research question, it is difficult to define and formulate what type of locations are tourist destinations. If we extract locations with high popularity, we obtain not only tourist attractions but also locations that do not have tourist attractions, such as the locations of huge shopping centers. On the other hand, if we classify locations by focusing on text data from social media, it is difficult to obtain a cluster that is composed of tourist attractions. For example, famous bridges such as the Golden Gate Bridge would be included in a cluster composed of locations with bridges. Thus, this type of tourist attraction cannot be extracted on the basis of only text data.

As for the second question, to determine what factors increase the number of inbound visitors, we focus on the points of interest (POIs) surrounding each tourist destination. Many studies attempt to research tourist mobility based on geotagged social media data; for example, the extraction of the locations of popular touristic sites [5–7], the extraction of popular routes for tourists [8], and recommendations of touristic sites and routes [9–11]. Other studies compare inbound tourist mobility and domestic tourist mobility [12,13]. Outbound tourist mobility has also been studied [14]. Compared to previous studies, our study is important because it is the first attempt to propose a method of understanding the differences in preferences of foreign tourists and domestic tourists. This study is made possible by using tourist mobility data from geotagged Twitter data and POI data from Foursquare. The present study is also significant for practical reasons. Governments and the tourism industry can activate inbound tourism by using our proposed method. Our proposed method can identify why an area can attract domestic tourists but not foreign tourists.

There are many types of social media, including social networking sites (e.g., Facebook, LinkedIn), microblogs (e.g., Twitter, Weibo), community media sites (e.g., Flickr, Instagram), location-based social networks (e.g., Foursquare), and messaging platforms (e.g., Snapchat, Messenger, WhatsApp, WeChat). The advantages and disadvantages of each type of social media for analyzing human mobility have been discussed [15]. In the present paper, geotagged Twitter data are used to analyze tourist mobility, and Foursquare data are used to characterize each area. Twitter data are advantageous for the analysis of human mobility because many Twitter users post messages at various locations, including school, home, restaurants, and touristic sites. Foursquare data are advantageous for characterizing each area because the data contain information about POIs. The ratios of users of each type of social media vary by country. Additionally, our proposed method can be applied to other types of social media.

The contributions of this paper are summarized below:

- We propose a method to extract the locations of tourist destinations by using geotagged data from Twitter. This method infers the attractiveness of each location by applying a gravity model to locational data and infers the originality of each location by analyzing text data from Twitter.
It then extracts locations that have both high attractiveness and originality, and the extracted locations are regarded as tourist destinations.

- We propose a method of identifying the differences in the preferences of foreign tourists and those of domestic tourists by using data from Twitter and Foursquare. The data from Foursquare have information about POIs. These data are utilized to characterize each location. The characterization results indicate that compared to domestic tourists, foreign tourists in Japan expect night-life spots such as pubs and clubs to be located near tourist attractions.

This study extends our previous research presented at an international conference [1]. It focuses on a comparative analysis of the preferences of foreign tourists and domestic tourists. This paper further addresses the research question of how tourist destinations can be extracted. This extended research broadens the findings obtained in previous work.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces related studies. Section 3 describes the proposed method for extracting the locations of tourist destinations and presents the extraction results. Section 4 describes the proposed method for determining the differences in preferences of foreign tourists and domestic tourists. Section 5 discusses the results and presents the conclusions of this study.

2. Related Works

This section introduces previous research that focuses on tourist behavior using geotagged data from social media. Those data are not only considered as an alternative to traditional surveys, but are also expected to reveal information that traditional surveys could not.

Data from social media make it possible to analyze the mobility of tourists around the world. Hawelka et al. [16] analyze global human mobility on the basis of worldwide geolocation data from Twitter. The analysis results show that the number of visitors to each country estimated from Twitter data is in line with the official statistics on international tourism.

The extraction of popular touristic sites and routes from social media data is one of the most commonly studied topics. Crandall et al. [5], Yang et al. [6], and Zhou et al. [7] propose methods for extracting landmarks by clustering locations where photos are taken based on data from Flickr. Wei et al. [8] propose a method to construct popular routes from uncertain trajectories on the basis of data obtained from Foursquare.

Some research makes an attempt to evaluate the attractiveness of each touristic site based on tourist mobility. Bassolas et al. [17] assess the attractiveness of 20 worldwide touristic sites. The research assesses attractiveness on the basis of two metrics: average distance between the location of residence and the touristic site, and the area covered by the visitors’ places of residence computed as the number of countries of residence. Sobolevsky et al. [18] also quantify a city’s attractiveness to foreign visitors on the basis of the total activity in the data obtained from Flickr, Twitter, and bank card transactions.

Some research utilizes worldwide geotagged data from social media to compare the mobilities of foreign tourists and domestic tourists. Vu et al. [12] analyze the differences in the popular locations and routes in Hong Kong of Western tourists and Asian tourists. They apply the Markov chain to mine travel patterns in geotagged photo data from Flickr. Paldino et al. [13] analyze geotagged photo data in American cities and European cities from Flickr. This research shows that the spatial convergence of foreign tourist activity in each city is higher than that of domestic tourists.

Tourist preferences have also been researched on the basis of data obtained from social media. Hausmann et al. [19] explore tourist preferences for biodiversity in protected areas on the basis of data obtained from Flickr and Instagram. Keeler et al. [20] assess the relationship between lake visitation and selected lake attributes for more than 1000 lakes in the Midwestern US states of Minnesota and Iowa. The research shows that recreational lake users visit clear lakes more often than less-clear lakes.

Recommending touristic sites and routes is among the most popular topics of research. Zheng et al. [9], Kurashima et al. [10], and Majid et al. [11] propose methods for recommending touristic sites and routes on the basis of users’ location histories. Kurashima et al. [21] and Hu et al. [22]
propose geographical topic models to characterize each location based on text data from social media for personalized location recommendations.

The analysis of tourist sentiment is also drawing attention as a novel research topic. Philander et al. [23] demonstrate the application of sentiment analysis using Twitter data to measure customers’ perceptions of hospitality. Shi et al. [24] apply sentiment analysis to data obtained from Weibo to understand tourist opinions about crowdedness. Zhu et al. [25] detect sentiment hotspots in space and time via deep learning with geotagged photo data from Flickr.

Miah et al. [26] propose a comprehensive method to support strategic decisions by combining four computational techniques (text processing, geographical data clustering, visual content processing, and time series modeling) on the basis of Flickr data. This method enables decision makers to easily grasp tourist interests, trends, and seasonal patterns.

Georgiev et al. [27] analyze data from Foursquare to identify the factors determining whether local facilities increased the number of customers during the London Olympic Games in 2012. Foursquare includes categorical information about each facility, such as food, hotel, and airport, and this information is successfully utilized in the analysis.

Although various methods for analyzing tourist behavior have been developed, methods of performing the following tasks have not been reported:

- Separating the locations of tourist destinations from those of merely popular locations (e.g., shopping centers).
- Evaluating the attractiveness of destinations on the basis of both the number of tourist arrivals and the distance from tourists’ places of residence.
- Understanding what characteristics of each location contribute to the number of domestic tourist arrivals and that of foreign tourist arrivals.

To the best of our knowledge, there has been no attempt to propose a method for understanding the differences in the preferences of foreign tourists and domestic tourists. This study is made possible by using tourist mobility data from geotagged Twitter data and data of POIs from Foursquare. Our research aims to fill the gaps by developing methods to perform the above tasks by using geotagged data obtained from Twitter and Foursquare.

3. Extraction of Tourist Destinations

In this section, we propose a method of extracting the locations of tourist destinations. A tourist destination is believed to have unique attractive features that other locations do not have. Therefore, we assume that the locations of tourist destinations have both high attractiveness and high originality. We evaluate the attractiveness of each location on the basis of both the number of visitor arrivals and the distance from visitors’ places of residence. We evaluate the originality of each location by analyzing the ratio of area-specific words on the basis of text data. We apply this method to geotagged data collected from Twitter in Japan.

3.1. Identifying Hotspots of Touristic Destinations

To extract the locations of tourist destinations, we first distinguish each individual’s personally important locations (home, workplace, school) from places rarely visited by the person by using DBSCAN (Density-Based Spatial Clustering Algorithm with Noise), which was proposed by Ester [28]. This algorithm infers places where a person’s locational traces are densely located as personally important places. This algorithm is applicable to traces that are continuously recorded. However, it cannot be applied to geotagged tweet data because Twitter users do not post tweets continuously, and they tend to post many tweets on special occasions. Therefore, we modify DBSCAN for geotagged tweet data. The ordinary DBSCAN classifies points when each point has at least the given minimum number of points in the neighborhood of a given radius. Our modified DBSCAN requires each cluster
to have points from a given minimum number of days in the neighborhood. The detailed algorithm is below:

- Extract all locations where a person tweeted. Figure 1a illustrates a person’s tweet locations. A difference in color indicates a difference in tweet date.
- Choose a tweet and draw a circle centered on the tweet’s location. The radius can be set to an arbitrary length; here, we set the radius to 4 km. If this circle contains tweets of 4 days or more, we define the group of these tweets in this circle as a cluster. The numbers of days can also be set arbitrarily. In Figure 1b, a circle is drawn around a point indicated by an arrow. This circle contains tweets from 4 days, so these points are created as a new cluster.
- Choose another tweet that has not previously been chosen and draw a circle centered on the tweet’s location. If this circle does not contain tweets from 4 days, the tweet is defined as a noise point. In Figure 1c, a circle is drawn around a point indicated by an arrow. This circle contains tweets from only 1 day, so this point is regarded as a noise point.
- When a point belongs to two or more clusters, the clusters are combined. In Figure 1d, three circles are drawn around the points indicated by the arrows, and the points within each circle form a cluster. Since the points indicated by the arrows are reachable from each other, these three clusters form a single cluster.
- Finally, we obtain the person’s noise points and clusters. The clusters extracted from the person’s tweet data are the person’s personally important places (home, workplace, school). The noise points are locations that are rarely visited by the person. We infer the cluster with tweets on the greatest number of days as this person’s home location. If the person has no cluster, we ignore this person’s data.

Figure 1. Modified DBSCAN (Density-Based Spatial Clustering Algorithm with Noise) for geotagged tweet data.
After extracting all users’ noise points, locations with high densities of noise points are identified via mean-shift clustering. Crandall et al. [5] use this clustering method to extract landmarks from geotagged photo collections. Mean-shift clustering uses an iterative procedure to cluster densely located points. In each step, every point moves toward the center of gravity of the points located in the neighborhood. These steps are continued until convergence. The radius of the neighborhood can be set to an arbitrary length; here, we set the radius to 2 km. Regarding the convergence rule, the iterative procedure ends when all the points in a cluster are in a smaller circle with a given radius. In the present study, we set the radius to 300 m. Finally, the gravity point of each cluster is regarded as the representative point of the cluster. In this way, we classify all noise points and identify each cluster’s center of gravity as its representative location. By classifying noise points, our method avoids double-counting tweets that are posted multiple times in nearby locations by a user.

3.2. Evaluation of the Attractiveness of Each Location Using the Gravity Model

Tourist destinations are thought to attract many visitors who live in distant locations. The proposed method calculates the attractiveness of each location using a gravity model, which is the prevailing framework for explaining population movement (e.g., Zipf [29]; Jung et al. [30]; Simini et al. [31]), and is described by the following equation:

$$I_{i,j} = \frac{G P_i P_j}{D_{ij}^\alpha}. \quad (1)$$

In this equation, $I_{i,j}$ denotes the amount of human flow between locations $i$ and $j$. $P_i$ and $P_j$ denote the populations of locations $i$ and $j$. $G$ denotes a constant. $\alpha$ denotes the distance coefficient.

Our research modifies this equation to calculate the attractiveness of each location. Equation (2) is used to define the probability that a person who is currently at location $s$ chooses to move to location $e$.

$$P(s \rightarrow e|s) = \frac{A_e}{D_{se}^\alpha} / E_s \quad (2)$$

• $A_e$: Attractiveness of destination $e$ (unknown variable)
• $D_{se}$: Distance between origin $s$ and destination $e$ (known variable)
• $\alpha$: Distance coefficient (unknown variable)
• $E_s$: Sum of the attractiveness of all points divided by the distance to the origin $s$ (unknown variable)

$$E_s = \sum_{j \in L} \frac{A_j}{D_{sj}^\alpha} \quad (3)$$

• $K$: A set of all origins
• $L$: A set of all destinations

The problem here is to find the values of all the unknown variables; namely, $E_i (i \in K)$, $A_j (j \in L)$, and $\alpha$.

The probability that a user who is at origin $s$ chooses to visit destination $e$ out of all destinations is calculated on the basis of Twitter data. The calculated probability $\hat{P}$ is described as below:

$$\hat{P}(s \rightarrow e | s) = \frac{T_{s \rightarrow e}}{\sum_{j \in L} T_{s \rightarrow j}} \quad (4)$$

• $T_{s \rightarrow e}$: The number of visits from origin $s$ to destination $e$ based on the Twitter data (known variable)
The following equation is derived from Equations (2) and (4):

$$\frac{T_{s \rightarrow e}}{\sum_{j \in L} T_{s \rightarrow j}} = \frac{A_e D_{se}^\alpha}{E_s}.$$  (5)

In order to put the all unknown variables (namely, $E_i (i \in K)$, $A_j (j \in L)$, and $\alpha$) in one equation, we use indicator functions $x_i$ and $y_j$.

$$\frac{T_{s \rightarrow e}}{\sum_{j \in L} T_{s \rightarrow j}} = \frac{\sum_{j \in L} (y_j \times A_j)}{\sum_{i \in K} (x_i \times E_i)}$$  (6)

$$x_i = \begin{cases} 1 & (i = s) \\ 0 & (i \neq s) \end{cases}, \quad y_j = \begin{cases} 1 & (j = e) \\ 0 & (j \neq e) \end{cases}$$  (7)

The natural log of both sides of Equation (6) is then taken and used for multiple linear regression analysis.

$$\log \left( \frac{T_{s \rightarrow e}}{\sum_{j \in L} T_{s \rightarrow j}} \right) = \sum_{j \in L} (y_j \times \log A_j) - \alpha \times \log D_{se} - \sum_{i \in K} (x_i \times \log E_i) + c$$  (8)

The left side is the explained variable that can be obtained from Twitter data. The explanatory variables are $x_i (i \in K)$, $D_{se}$, $y_j (j \in L)$, and the coefficients are $\log A_j (j \in L)$, $\alpha$, $\log E_i (i \in K)$. Finally, $c$ is a constant.

The attractiveness of each destination $A_e$, the destination coefficient $\alpha$, and the total attractiveness $E_s$ around each origin are calculated via multiple linear regression analysis.

3.3. Evaluation of the Originality of Each Location Using Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF)

We use the text data of tweets that users post at rarely visited locations to evaluate the originality of each place. The words of all tweets posted at each location are integrated to form a single document. If the document contains words that appear more frequently in that document than in other documents, the document is thought to have high originality. The users who have visited the location are thus thought to have written area-specific words many times, so the location is believed to have attracted visitors due to its area-specific attractive features that other locations do not have. In this way, we evaluate the originality of each location. For example, Mt. Fuji is thought to have high originality. The three most frequently posted words near Mt. Fuji are a Japanese word that means Mt. Fuji, a Japanese word that means sunrise viewed from the top of a high mountain, and a Japanese word that means the fifth station of Mt. Fuji. Those words are rarely used at other locations, so it can be inferred that Mt. Fuji has high originality. On the other hand, the most frequently posted words near shopping centers are a Japanese word that means shopping, a Japanese word that means parking lot, and the name of Japan’s largest shopping mall developer. These words also appear frequently in other places, so the location has low originality.

The originality of each location is inferred by using an indicator, TF-IDF [32]. The TF-IDF of a word in a document indicates how the word characterizes the document. This indicator is used to extract the characteristic keywords of each document. TF-IDF is the product of TF (term frequency) and IDF (inverse document frequency). The TF-IDF of a word $w_i$ and a document $d$ is defined as below:

$$\text{TFIDF}_{w_i,d} = \text{TF}_{w_i,d} \times \text{IDF}_{w_i,d},$$  (9)
\[ TF_{w_i,d} = \frac{N_{w_i,d}}{\sum_k N_{w_k,d}}, \]  
\[ IDF_{w_i,d} = \log \frac{|D|}{|d : d \ni w_i|}, \]

where \( N_{w_i,d} \) is the number of times that the word \( w_i \) appears in document \( d \). \(|D|\) is the number of all documents.

Users at locations with high originality frequently add region-specific words to their tweets, whereas users in areas with low originality do the opposite. As for locations with high originality such as Mt. Fuji, a few words have extremely high TF-IDs compared to those of other words in the same document. In regard to locations with low originality, no words have extremely high TF-IDF; therefore, the originality of each location is defined by Equation (12):

\[ O_d = \sum_{w_i \in W'} TFIDF_{w_i,d} \]  

- \( W' \): A set of \( w_i \) whose TF-IDF indicates the word is in the top 10% of the words in document \( d \).

### 3.4. Results

To extract the locations of tourist destinations, we utilize Twitter data posted in Japan each month from April 2014 to March 2015.

The following variables are listed in Table 1:

- Number of users whose home locations can be inferred by DBSCAN and who have posted tweets from at least one rarely visited location.
- Coefficient of determination (\( R^2 \)) for Equation (8).
- Distance coefficient (\( \alpha \)) calculated from Equation (8).

As shown in Table 1, each coefficient of determination is greater than 0.72, so Equation (8) is regarded as suitable for the data. The distance coefficients are between 0.68 and 0.95. Figure 2 shows a time series graph of the distance coefficient. The distance coefficient is low during August, January and February, presumably because those months are holiday seasons in Japan when tourists tend to travel to far destinations.

**Table 1.** Number of valid users and the results of the multi-regression analysis: Each coefficient of determination is greater than 0.72, so the multiple regression model fits the data well.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Number of Valid Users</th>
<th>( R^2 )</th>
<th>Distance Coefficient (( \alpha ))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>April 2014</td>
<td>81,115</td>
<td>0.75412</td>
<td>0.93051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2014</td>
<td>79,870</td>
<td>0.75431</td>
<td>0.94589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 2014</td>
<td>86,167</td>
<td>0.77979</td>
<td>0.91594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 2014</td>
<td>93,809</td>
<td>0.77449</td>
<td>0.90771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 2014</td>
<td>107,418</td>
<td>0.72844</td>
<td>0.86430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 2014</td>
<td>95,723</td>
<td>0.73748</td>
<td>0.94081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 2014</td>
<td>85,012</td>
<td>0.75326</td>
<td>0.91642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 2014</td>
<td>83,743</td>
<td>0.74258</td>
<td>0.94743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 2014</td>
<td>106,951</td>
<td>0.74248</td>
<td>0.91262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January 2015</td>
<td>105,444</td>
<td>0.74380</td>
<td>0.85424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 2015</td>
<td>99,846</td>
<td>0.76183</td>
<td>0.85350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 2015</td>
<td>124,954</td>
<td>0.73715</td>
<td>0.89403</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2. Time-series variation of the distance coefficient: The distance coefficient is low during August, January, and February because those months are holiday seasons in Japan. Therefore, tourists tend to take trips to distant destinations during those months.

In this paper, locations are classified into four groups based on tweet data from August 2014. Figure 3 shows how our method classifies the locations. The horizontal axis indicates attractiveness, and the vertical axis indicates originality. Both attractiveness and originality are regularized by the maximum values. The dashed line parallel to the vertical axis divides the locations into a group of locations with top-20% attractiveness and a group of locations with bottom-80% attractiveness. The dashed line parallel to the horizontal axis divides locations into a group of locations with top-20% originality and a group of locations with bottom-80% originality. The locations colored red and shown in the upper right of the figure have both top-20% attractiveness and top-20% originality. Those locations are defined as the locations of tourist destinations. The thresholds are set arbitrarily in this study, so the problem of determining the most suitable thresholds requires further study.

Figure 3. Distribution of attractiveness and originality: The proposed method extracts locations with both top 20% originality and top 20% attractiveness and regards them as tourist destinations.
The spatial distributions of the locations in each group are shown in Figure 4. We examine the types of locations included in each group.

- **Red points (attractiveness: top 20%; originality: top 20%)**
  This group includes various types of tourist destinations, such as amusement parks, famous mountains, bustling shopping and entertainment districts, and historic sites. Moreover, this cluster contains locations where seasonal events, such as summer rock festivals, are held. On the other hand, the cluster also includes airports, which cannot be recognized as tourist destinations. Airports are included in the group because many people visit airports from distant locations and stay for a brief duration. However, as a whole, most of the locations in this group are regarded as tourist destinations. Twenty-eight of the locations listed on Trip Advisor’s list of the thirty best places in Japan are included in this group [33].

- **Blue points (attractiveness: top 20%; originality: bottom 80%)**
  This group includes locations in urban areas with few touristic attractions and many shopping centers.

- **Green points (attractiveness: bottom 80%; originality: top 20%)**
  This group includes transit points, such as rest areas and ferry stands. The reason these locations have high originality is that topics the users post are very limited (since people do not stay at these locations for long periods of time).

![Figure 4](image)

**Figure 4.** Spatial distribution of locations in each group: Red points are locations with top-20% attractiveness and top-20% originality. Blue points are locations with top-20% attractiveness and bottom-80% originality. Green points are locations with bottom-80% attractiveness and top-20% originality.

### 4. Comparison of the Preferences of Domestic Tourists and Foreign Tourists

In this section, we propose a method of assessing the differences in the preferences of domestic tourists and foreign tourists. We characterize each location by what type of POIs are located nearby. To characterize each location, we use data from Foursquare, which include POI information. After characterizing locations, we use the decision tree method to identify the main factors determining the numbers of domestic tourists and foreign tourists.

#### 4.1. Distribution of Places Visited by Tourists

To identify foreign tourists, we use worldwide geotagged data collected from Twitter. Geotagged tweet data include the names of countries where tweets have been posted. Based on these data, people who posted tweets in chronological order of Foreign Country A, Japan, Foreign Country A are considered to be foreign tourists. As for domestic tourists, we do not consider an individual to
be a tourist if the distance between their inferred home place and a destination is less than 100 km. In this paper, we use tweet data posted in August 2014.

Figure 5a illustrates the spatial distribution of places visited by foreign tourists, and Figure 5b illustrates the distribution of locations visited by domestic tourists. The circles’ radii are proportional to the logarithm of the number of tourists. Figure 6a shows the distribution of the numbers of foreign tourists in each place. Figure 6b shows the distribution of domestic tourists. The vertical axes indicate the number of tourists, and the horizontal axes indicate the ranks of places according to the number of tourists. These two distributions follow a power law, but the slope for foreign tourists is steeper than that for domestic tourists. These four figures show that the spatial convergence of foreign tourists is much higher than that of domestic tourists.

Figure 5. Spatial distributions of the numbers of tourists: The spatial convergence of foreign tourists is much higher than that of domestic tourists.
Figure 6. Distributions of the numbers of tourists: Both distributions follow a power law, but the slope for foreign tourists is steeper than that for domestic tourists.

The numbers of foreign tourists and domestic tourists and their relationships with attractiveness and originality are shown in Figure 7a,b. The radius of each circle is proportional to the logarithm of the number of tourists. The figures show that both foreign tourists and domestic tourists visit mostly locations in the upper-right region of the graphs. However, the figures also show that only a few locations attract foreign tourists, while many locations attract domestic tourists.

Figure 7. Number of tourists and its relationships with attractiveness and originality: The radius of each circle is proportional to the logarithm of the number of tourists.

4.2. Characterization of Each Location

To understand the preferences of tourists, the characteristics of each tourist destination must be determined. Lee et al. [34] use data from Japanese location-based social media, Yahoo! Loco, to determine each area’s characteristics. In the present study, we use data from Foursquare to define each location’s characteristics. Foursquare is a local search-and-discovery service that users use to rate POIs (restaurants, shops, theme parks, beaches, etc.) they visit. A POI is called a “venue” in Foursquare, and each venue has category information. Although Foursquare has many categories, the categories included here are Airport, Beach, Event, Food, Historic Site, Hotel, Museum, Nightlife Spot, Outdoors & Recreation, Rest Area, Shop & Service, Stadium, and Theme Park.
Figure 8 shows the characterization procedure. In this figure, green points represent classified tourist destinations of domestic Twitter users. The other points represent the locations of venues. Yellow points are historic sites, and blue points are hotels. The number of each point represents the number of rating signals. The characterization algorithm is explained in detail below.

First, signal points in the same category within a circle are summed. In Figure 8, the total number of historic sites’ rating signals within the left circle is “9”, and that of the right circle is “4”. Each point’s categorical characteristics are defined as the logarithm of the total number of rating signals normalized by the maximum number of rating signals.

As an example, the characterization result for the neighborhood of Tokyo Disneyland is shown in Figure 9a. In this figure, the characteristics of Theme Park and Event are the highest. Figure 9b shows the characterization result of the neighborhood of Haneda Airport. In this figure, the characteristics of Airport are the highest. Therefore, the characterization successfully captures these areas.

![Figure 8. Characterization procedure: Each point’s characteristics are defined by the total number of rating signals.](image)

**Figure 9.** Examples of characteristics calculated on the basis of information about points of interest (POIs) in the neighborhood.

### 4.3. Results

To evaluate how the combinations of characteristics determine the number of tourists, we use the decision tree method proposed by Breiman et al. [35]. In the evaluation, the values of the characteristics are set as explanatory variables and the logarithm of the number of tourists is set as the explained variable.
In this paper, we consider cases of historic sites and theme parks for a comparative analysis of the preferences of foreign tourists and domestic tourists. The tweet data posted in August 2014 were used to make four decision trees (see Table 2). The first and second trees analyze the tourist destinations with the top 5% Historic Site feature values. The third and fourth trees analyze the tourist destinations with the top 5% Theme Park feature values. The explained values of the first and third trees are the logarithm of the numbers of foreign tourists, and those of the second and fourth trees are the logarithm of the numbers of domestic tourists.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Foreign Tourists</th>
<th>Domestic Tourists</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Historic Site</td>
<td>The first tree</td>
<td>The second tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theme park</td>
<td>The third tree</td>
<td>The fourth tree</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. The four decision trees to be analyzed.

Figure 10 is the result of the four decision tree analyses. In each decision tree, the tourist destinations are divided into four groups. The four squares under each decision tree contain information about the numbers of the top-5% places for the numbers of tourists. In each tree, the rightmost group on the bottom layer of the decision tree has the biggest ratio of tourist-visited places.

The feature value of Nightlife Spot (bars, nightclubs, night markets) is confirmed to be important to foreign tourists by comparing Figure 10a,b. Therefore, foreign tourists consider nightlife spots to be an important feature near historic sites, in contrast to domestic tourists. Additionally, the comparison of Figure 10c,d indicates that foreign tourists consider nightlife spots to be an important feature near theme parks, in contrast to domestic tourists.

![Decision trees](image-url)
A famous theme park in Japan—Nagashima Spa Land—is taken as an example of a theme park that is popular among domestic tourists but not among foreign tourists. According to a report by the Themed Entertainment Association [36], Nagashima Spa Land had 5.63 million visitors in 2014, which was the 19th-highest attendance in the world in 2014. However, according to Twitter data, it is not in the top-5% of places visited by foreign tourists.

Because of the location of Nagashima Spa Land, it is difficult to access without a car. However, a huge outlet mall and a rest area are located near the theme park, so it attracts many people from a large area of Japan.

Figure 11 shows the characteristics of the area near Nagashima Spa Land. There are no Nightlife Spots, which may be the main reason why this theme park does not attract foreign tourists. Therefore, adding nightlife spots to this area and improving the convenience of access by train may help this theme park to attract foreign tourists.

Figure 11. Characteristics of a neighborhood (Nagashima Spa Land): One of the biggest theme parks in the world fails to attract foreign tourists because it lacks Nightlife Spots.

Previous studies on the trends of inbound tourism in Japan use survey data collected by the Japan Tourism Agency [37] or survey data collected in tourists’ countries [38,39]. However, these data do not include the element of nightlife activity, so it is impossible to know whether the preference for nightlife activity affects tourists’ choices of destinations. On the other hand, the importance of nightlife spots for inbound tourism has recently been argued by journalists and governments. In 2015, a leading Japanese newspaper reported the problem of the lack of nightlife spots for inbound tourism and that the tourism industry has succeeded in satisfying this demand by offering nightlife attractions [40]. The ruling Liberal Democratic Party has proposed an increase in the number of entertainment and cultural events held late at night [41]. The Japan Tourism Agency has said that it is particularly important to satisfy the demand for more nighttime activities [42]. The Cabinet Office of Japan has also decided to develop night entertainment content aimed at international visitors [43]. Although the importance of nightlife spots has not been statistically examined in previous studies, the importance of nightlife spots has been recognized by journalists, the tourism industry, and governments. The findings of the present paper are consistent with their views. It is expected that the same conclusion will be derived if questionnaires and surveys included the element of nightlife. Thus, the advantages of our method compared to previous studies are as follows. First, our proposed method identifies the important factors affecting the numbers of inbound tourists without relying on the subjectivity of tourists or researchers. Second, our proposed method avoids the difficulty of designing questionnaires.
5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed a method of extracting the locations of tourist destinations and a method of understanding the differences in the preferences of domestic tourists and foreign tourists.

The first method evaluates the attractiveness of each location using a gravity model and the originality of each place based on TF-IDF. We extract locations with both high attractiveness and high originality and regard them as the locations of tourist attractions. The extracted locations successfully include most of the famous Japanese tourist attractions. However, the extracted locations erroneously include the locations of airports. Overall, this method overcomes the two limitations of previous studies. First, our proposed method successfully excludes merely popular locations with no tourist attractions, such as shopping centers. Second, our proposed method successfully includes the locations of tourist destinations whose original function is not as a tourist destination, such as famous bridges and famous universities.

The second method compares the differences in the distributions of foreign tourists and domestic tourists. The main destinations of both foreign tourists and domestic tourists are included in the locations regarded as tourist destinations. Additionally, the method has found that the spatial convergence of foreign tourists is much higher than that of domestic tourists.

The method characterizes each location on the basis of POIs in the neighborhood. Then, it analyzes the combinations of characteristics that determine the number of foreign tourists and domestic tourists. The analysis results show that foreign tourists consider nightlife spots to be important around both historic sites and theme parks, whereas domestic tourists do not. Therefore, it is necessary to locate nightlife spots (bars, nightclubs, and night markets) around historic sites and theme park to increase the number of foreign tourists’ visits at a location that is popular among domestic tourists. The limitation of this method is that the results show a correlation between the characteristics of locations and the numbers of tourists rather than a causal relationship. Therefore, further research is needed to develop a method to understand the causal relationships.

The proposed methods can contribute to boosting inbound tourism. The outcome of the application of this method may differ in other countries or in other seasons. In this paper, we have applied our method to data collected in Japan in August. By changing the country and the period, interesting findings may be obtained. Those results are expected to help regional economic growth.
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- DBSCAN: density-based spatial clustering algorithm with noise
- IDF: inverse document frequency
- LBSN: location-based social networks
- POI: point of interest
- TF: term frequency
- UNWTO: United Nations World Tourism Organization
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